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Abstract. In this paper, we present SWATS which supports task-oriented 
automated teleoperation of Web-based devices. The proposed system employs 
Semantic Web Services technology and AI planning technique to achieve op-
erational automaticity. 

1   Introduction 

Internet-based teleoperation systems are mainly focused on remote control of net-
worked devices, such as mobile robots or digital appliances through the Internet. In 
recent years, several attempts have been made to develop Internet-based teleoperation 
systems using the Web technology: i.e. USC’s teleoperated excavation system Mer-
cury and CMU’s indoor mobile robot Xavier. In such systems, each control command 
generally provides a behavior-level control over the device with or without built-in 
autonomy. That is, to achieve a desired task, a human operator monitors remote de-
vices through Web-cams or sensors, and manually sends a sequence of appropriate 
control commands and parameters with a Web browser as shown in Fig. 1-a. 

      
a) b) 

Fig. 1. Comparison of a) Traditional Web-based teleoperation and b) SWATS approach 

In this paper, we propose SWATS (Semantic-Web-service-based Automated 
Teleoperation System) which supports task-oriented automated teleoperation of Web-
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based devices. As shown in Fig. 1-b, SWATS employs Semantic Web Services tech-
nology [3] and automated planning to provide operational automaticity. That is, se-
mantics of behaviors and interfaces for Web-based devices and sensors are encoded in 
OWL-S (Web Ontology Language for Services) [4] as Web services, so that operator 
agents can automatically plan operation processes for the requested tasks by reasoning 
about their semantics in OWL-S. And then the operator agents can achieve requested 
task goals by communicating with the devices and sensors through SOAP (Simple 
Object Access Protocol) messaging according to the operation processes. 

2   Architecture of SWATS 

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of SWATS. The OA, as an intelligent planning and 
service requester agent, plays the major role of automated teleoperation in SWATS 
architecture. A teleoperator inputs operation task as a goal to achieve and optionally 
initial operation contexts with the User Interface. Based on the input task and initial 
contexts, the Task Planning Module discovers required knowledge for planning 
through the Semantic Discovery Module and automatically generates a feasible task 
plan based on HTN (Hierarchical Task Network) planning [2]. To search the OKR for 
planning knowledge described in OWL-S, the Semantic Discovery Module generates 
appropriate semantic queries based on the input task description and sends them to the 
OKR. The Process Execution Module translates the task plan into the BPEL [1] proc-
ess and executes the process through the Web services communication stack. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The architecture of SWATS consists of three major components, which are Operator 
Agent (OA), Device Control Agent (DCA) and Operation Knowledge Repository (OKR) 

The DCA is implementation of behavior control Web services for a device includ-
ing monitoring services for sensor and camera devices. Each DCA can have Control 
Service Objects for one device or multiple devices which may work cooperatively, for 
instance an air-conditioning device and temperature sensors. And the DCA also has a 
Web services communication stack to communicate with an OA. The OKR contains 
KBs for task domain, device behaviors and interfaces which are used in automated 
task planning and process execution. The Domain KB stores OWL-S ontology of 
composite processes and internal data flows describing task domain knowledge. The 
Device KB stores OWL-S ontology of atomic processes and corresponding grounding 
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descriptions as device service descriptions. The OKR includes the Discovery Service 
Object to handle knowledge discovery queries with semantic predicates. It uses the 
OWL Inference Module to reason about the semantic predicates. The OKR also in-
cludes a Web services communication stack because it works as a Web service itself. 
Fig. 3 shows automated teleoperation procedure of SWATS. 

 

Fig. 3. Automated teleoperation procedure of SWATS consists of knowledge discovery, opera-
tional task planning and process execution phases 

3   Implementation of SWATS 

The prototype implementation of SWATS is shown in Fig. 4. The prototype DCA 
contains control service objects, i.e. MoveTo, GetImage, SendImage and etc, for the 
mobile robot. For an experiment, we generate OWL-S descriptions of the control 
services and task domain knowledge for home telesecurity services, i.e. Re-
portHomeStatus service which automatically operates a mobile robot to move to the 
specified place in the house, take a picture and send the picture to the outdoor user. 

 

Fig. 4. The SWATS prototype implementation for automated home telesecurity services 
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